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AFFORDABLE HOUSING
CHALLENGES

In appreciating housing markets, how to 
create lasting housing affordability?

In depreciating housing markets, how to 
preserve housing condition and quality?

And, in either type of market, how to 
prevent the displacement of households 
of limited means?



TYPICAL AFFORDABLE 
HOMEOWNERSHIP PROGRAMS

Assistance is provided to limited-income homebuyer -
to bridge affordability gap or value gap (or both) as: 

Grant to homebuyer or

Forgivable or deferred loan to homebuyer

No long-term protections are put in place to preserve, 
over time, the initial affordability assistance provided

Little, if any, ongoing support and assistance is 
provided to homeowners after move-in



COMMUNITY LAND 
TRUSTS

Preserve housing affordability

Protect & leverage affordability 
subsidies

Ensure safe, well-performing 
mortgages

Help homeowners remain successful







COMMUNITY LAND 
TRUSTS

Take a unique and long-term approach to 
affordable homeownership - by altering:

How homeownership is structured

How affordability subsidy is applied

How long-term relationships with 
homeowners are nurtured and maintained



CORPORATE 
STRUCTURE

Typically, community-based, nonprofit 
corporation

Mission qualifies for 501(c)(3) 
“charitable organization” designation

Representative, three-part 
governance



CLT 
Board of Directors

33%

33%

33%

Homeowner
Representatives

Community
Representatives

Public
Representatives



HOME LAND

CLT separates ownership of land from home
Homebuyer buys - and owns - the affordable home

CLT leases land to homeowner

DUAL OWNERSHIP



Social Housing Continuum

Deed-Restricted
Home

Community Land Trust
Home

Limited Equity
Condo

Limited Equity
Cooperative

Mutual Housing 
Association

Nonprofit
Rental Housing

Owner-Occupied
Housing

Tenant-Occupied
Housing



CLT GROUND LEASE
Serves a twofold function:

1. Legally conveys to homeowner an 
exclusive, long-term right to use and 
occupy the land

2. Defines the CLT’s expectations of 
homeowner and the homeowner’s 
expectations of the CLT



TYPICAL CLT GROUND 
LEASE STIPULATIONS

OCCUPANCY

Home must be owner-occupied

No subletting

USE

Consistent with zoning

Care and maintenance required

Responsible use & obey all laws, ordinances, codes, 
etc.



PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE
HOMEOWNERSHIP

Subsidy is used to write down the sales price of the home to 
an affordable purchase price

CLT homeowners, by signing the ground lease: 

Agree to share with future homebuyers the affordability 
that was initially created for them 

Agree to a resale formula that will be used to determine 
the price at which they can sell their homes

Public (and private) homeownership subsidies are 
preserved for benefit of future homebuyers



Original Value (by appraisal) = $160,000
Minus Subsidy: ($45,000)

Original Purchase Price = $115,000
Owner’s Share of Appreciation = 25%

Resale
Value at Resale (by appraisal) = $200,000

Increase in Value ($200,000 - $160,000) = $40,000
Owner’s share ($40,000 x 25%)= $10,000

Resale Price = $125,000
($115,000 + $10,000) 

EXAMPLE: RESALE FORMULA
In an Appreciating Housing Market



POST-PURCHASE 
STEWARDSHIP

CLT lays out clear expectations - and 
monitors - and enforces - compliance

CLT enters into long-term, mutually 
accountable relationships with 
homeowners

CLT stands behind - and backstops - its 
homeowners, to ensure their success.
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TANGIBLE OUTCOMES



HOMEOWNER SECURITY
Over 90% of CLT homeowners remain 
in their homes at least five (5) years

Historically, the average tenure of CLT 
homeowners is seven (7) years

In studies of CLT resales, ~70% of CLT 
homeowners, when they sell their CLT 
home, purchase an unrestricted, 
market-rate home

STEWARDSHIP OUTCOMES



MORTGAGE PERFORMANCE
Total Loans (per MBA)
CLT Loans

SERIOUS DELINQUENCIES

2008 2009 2010

6.3%

9.67%
8.57%

1.98% 1.62% 1.30%

STEWARDSHIP OUTCOMES

2008 2009 2010

FORECLOSURE PROCEEDINGS

3.3%
4.58% 4.63%

0.52% 0.56% 0.46%



STEWARDSHIP OUTCOMES

CLT homes remain affordable over 
time, from homeowner to homeowner, 
without requiring additional subsidy 
investment.

Public and private resources invested 
to create initial housing affordability is 
preserved and leveraged over time.

SUBSIDY LEVERAGE



A FLEXIBLE STRATEGY
In strong housing markets, CLTs:

Preserve housing affordability forever

Protect and leverage investment of 
public and private subsidies

Backstop CLT households to help 
ensure the prospects for their ongoing 
success and to help prevent their 
involuntary displacement



A FLEXIBLE STRATEGY
In weak housing markets, CLTs:

Prevent involuntary displacement of 
limited-income households that typically 
results from successful neighborhood 
revitalization
Protect and leverage investment of public 
and private subsidies
Backstop CLT households to help ensure 
the prospects for their ongoing success
Allow opportunity to offer a different ‘deal’ 
to future homeowners/residents



CLT OUTCOMES
Housing affordability and quality is preserved
Public (and private) investments are leveraged
CLT homeowners are successful homeowners
Communities benefit from quality, permanently 
affordable homes that maintain their condition 
and market value
Mortgage financing is secure and well-
performing
Flexible, long-term strategy is in place for 
multiple community uses



QUESTIONS?

COMMENTS?



SO.....

WHAT’S THE CATCH?



CHALLENGES

Magic wand

Community assets must be made
available and affordable before the CLT 
can keep them available and affordable

Significant organizational capacity is required

CLT makes bold promises

Promises be kept over a long, long time






CLT ORGANIZATIONAL
CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS

Skilled, professional staffing

Diverse, committed board of directors

Critical strategic partnerships

Financial solvency

Particularly to manage its stewardship responsibilities
and commitments for a very long time!



QUESTIONS?

COMMENTS?



http://burlingtonassociates.com

http://burlingtonassociates.com/#!/home
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